
Questions? Comments? Get in
touch with us, or snap a shot of

yourself enjoying your new
sofa and tag us:

H A P P Y @ E L E P H A N T I N A B O X. C O M
E L E P H A N T I N A B O X. C O M

@ E L E P H A NT. I N A B O X

F I T S  P E R F E C T L Y  I N  A BO
X
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Place the blue wood beams inside the blue 
connectors on the top and front of the sofa.

Insert the screw on the beam hole and secure 
with the nut.

With all the contents out, flip the sofa body 
upside down. Expand the sofa honeycomb 
by pulling outwards on the armrests in a 
straight line. 

Take all contents of the sofa out, including all 
the pieces inside the armrest.
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Open the box.

DYNAMIC SOFA SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS
INSIDE THE BOX YOU WILL FIND: 

 Sofa Body - Elephant Core Back Lining (2 Pieces) Back Covers (2 pieces)
 Blue wooden beams (2 pieces) Front Panel Armrests (2 Pieces, attached)
 Black wooden beams (2 pieces) Seat Cushions (2 Pieces) Set of 4 straps (for future moving)
 Base Lining Back cushions (2 pieces) 2 metal L connectors
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Put the beams side by side, forming a line as 
long as the sofa.

Take the stopper screw out by rotating the nut. 
Then, slide the metal connector to the opposite 
direction towards the round washer.
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Place the black wood beams inside the black 
connectors at the bottom of the armrests 
(front and back) with the velcro facing down, 
and secure with the screw. 

Put the base lining on the sofa with the velcro 
facing up. 
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Flip the sofa to tighten the back covers to the 
velcro on the bottom part of the black beam.

Fix the velcro on the seat padding.

Put the fabric covers for the pillows.

Put the seat and back cushions in place.

DYNAMIC SOFA SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS
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Flip the sofa to secure the velcro on the 
bottom of the black beam.
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Stick the front panel onto the base lining.

Stretch and "fluff" the cushions, they've been 
cozy for a while :)
Now relax! 
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Place both back lining pieces on at the same 
time, starting from a V shape. This will make 
them fit tighter.
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DETTACHING & ATTACHING  ARMRESTS + STRAPS
REMOVING THE ARMREST TO ADD FUNCTIONALITY TO YOUR ELEPHANT IS SUPER SIMPLE, BEFORE YOU BEGIN PLEASE: 

 Make sure all linens and paddings are removed. By design having the paddings/linen on will make it more difficult
 Connectors  might be a bit tight after the journey
 Get excited about all the possibilities you’ll have!

Starting on the back of the sofa, pull the 
armrest up, while putting some pressure 
down on the beam.

Now, use the same motion on the front side 
of the sofa.

DETTACHING
Take all padding & linens off. 

ATTACHING
Bring the armrest to attach, making sure the 
connectors are facing in.

Align the connectors and simply push down, 
ensuring they are “hooked”.

Lift the armrest to take it to a full separation.
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The straps will keep the core & cushions 
together in 2 easy-to-move parts.

Now you are ready to add paddings and 
enjoy your Elephant!

Your Elephant is ready to follow you to the 
new adventure!
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